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Introduction
“It is not the strongest of the
species that survives, nor the
most intelligent that survives.
It is the one that is most
adaptable to change”
Charles Darwin 1809-1882

and all take part in annual tool box talks allowing us to offer our
customers unparalleled on site safety confidence.

Thirty years trading is a landmark for any company and
this year Triple A Lift Refurbishments are able to celebrate
that success, thanks to you our loyal customer base and
chain of longstanding trusted suppliers.

The company is proud of its record of providing a high quality
service to agreed delivery schedules to the lift industry. We
have a can do attitude just ask us and if we cannot do it we will
make sure we learn how. It is our aim to be proactive in what is
a reactive industry.

Triple A have transformed from a spraying and maintenance
company into a bespoke lift car interior cosmetic and aesthetic
one stop shop, offering our customers in the UK and Ireland
technical and comprehensive advice on the finishes of lifts.
It was once said the secret of success is to know something
nobody else knows; we know lifts without being lift engineers.
Our employees have a wealth of experience within the lift
industry with more than sixty percent having been employed by
us for over fifteen years.

I have seen many changes in the industry over the thirty years
in which I have had the pleasure to work in and will continue
to strive to keep Triple A the leading name in the cosmetic /
aesthetic supply to current and future clients.

Health and Safety is paramount to Triple A and we are proud
of our achievements. All of our employees are CSCS trained

Keith Jones
Chairman
Triple A Lift Refurbishments (N.W.) Ltd
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Our services
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With 32 tracked vehicles on the road, we are able to monitor our
national coverage at all times so we can respond to customers
needs swiftly and efficiently.
We are customer facing and industry leading, offering the following
services in our works portfolio.

•

Lift refurbishments and modernisation to client design

•

Vinyl lettering and screen printing

•

Architraves manufactured and re-skinned

•

Cop, lop and pedestal manufacture

•

Doors manufactured and re-skinned

•

Bespoke lift industry equipment fitted

•

On site and in-house paint spraying

•

State of the art showroom with new lifts built in workshop*

•

Safety guarding to all equipment

•

Coshh risk and methods at quotation stage

•

In-house engraving and etching

•

D.D.A improvements to all lift equipment

•

2d and 3d cad drawing office with solidworks rendering

•

Scenic lifts and canopies

•

Entrance protection rental including installation and removal

•

Variety of flooring including epoxy resin type

•

Making good builders works
In addition to our comprehensive services outlined above we are able to encompass most things lift related.
Please contact us on 01925 232 090 with your exact requirements to discuss this further.
*Subject to contract size and costs

Jobs we’ve worked on
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Ellis Signs

Ellis Signs for all your signage needs.
As part of our extensive service we are able to provide quality signage
using both traditional and modern techniques through our acquisition of
Ellis Signs in 2007.

•

American Express, Brighton

•

Manchester Airport

•

Manchester Metropolitan University, Business School

•

Liverpool One

•

Birmingham Womens Hospital

•

St Andrews Golf Course, Scotland

•

The Bridges Shopping Centre, Sunderland

•

•

Spinningfields, Manchester

•

40 Holburn Viaduct, London

•

The Bullring, Birmingham

•

•

The National Conference Centre, Dublin

•

Our highly-skilled team of experts uses the very latest computerised
engraving technology and chemical etching techniques to manufacture a
range of signage including but not exclusive to the following:

Coupled with the Triple A workforce, our signage department has
instant access to a range of disciplines including:

•

Steel Fabrication

•

Welding

Engraving & Chemical Etching

•

In house and on site paint spraying

•

Health & Safety

•

Machine guarding

DVLA Headquarters, Swansea

•

Disability & Discrimination

•

Barnsley Hospital

•

Wayfinding & Modular

The Hilton Hotel, Glasgow

•

Liver Building, Liverpool

•

Lift Industry Signage

•

10 Downing Street, London

•

Media City, Salford Quays

•

The Sheraton Grand Hotel, Edinburgh

•

The Hilton Hotel, Manchester

•

Nike Store, Glasgow

•

Manchester Town Hall

•

Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh

•

McClaren, Formula One, Woking

•

Ninewells Hospital, Dundee

Large multiple projects on blue chip chainstores including:
•

Marks & Spencer, HSBC, Primark, Tesco, Morrisons, Boots
and Zara

With vehicles covering the UK we are also able to offer installation
of signage if required.

... for more information
please visit www.ellisigns.co.uk
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Our showroom

In 2010 we opened our showroom which displays nine mock lift cars that demonstrate
various lift finishes from a top end stainless steel mesh clad lift to a basic hospital bed
lift, all completed to our exacting standard. Several of which have been used on live
construction projects.
Our operatives are able to construct mock lifts within our workshop so that customers
can view their design prior to installation and any changes can then be made off site
saving time and money (subject to contract size and cost).

...come and visit our showroom
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Testimonials
SVM Associates
As the most visible part of a lift modernisation, it’s no surprise to find
that lift car finishes are very important to our clients and make a large
contribution to the decor of a building’s common parts.
We have worked on many projects where Triple A has carried out the lift
car refurbishments, including prestigious and architecturally challenging
schemes. We have found the quality of installation consistently high along
with an impressive attention to detail. From time to time tweaks and
minor alterations become necessary at the end of a project and Triple A’s
no quibble attitude ensure our client and our expectations are always met.
John Newbold
Director

Jackson Lift Group
The Jackson Lift Group first became aware of the services provided by
Triple A around 2001/2002 originally on a small scale. We have used
similar companies for this type of work over many years but it soon
became clear that Triple A were not just a ‘similar company’ but
displayed that little something extra that in our business can make a huge
difference. Their attention to detail in pretty much everything they do has
allowed us to confidently speculate on work projects that would have

been outside our engineering comfort zone. Their skills with regards
to conceptual design and ideas for innovative finishes where our
clients require an input is second to none. The use of their imaging
and also their ability to offer matches of corporate colours allows us
to close off the subjective and lengthy discussions for finishes quickly
and easily leaving us more time to concentrate on the engineering
side of our projects.

ThyssenKrupp UK

Ansa Elevators

Like your company I have grown within the lift industry over the
years and I am delighted to have been involved in a trading
relationship with your company from the very beginning. I can
still recall the first time I met with Keith, on site all those years
ago. We discussed final details of the design of the landing
architraves to be fitted on the lift which I was installing for
Hammond and Champness, the company at which I started my
career. It must have been quite daunting for a man of Keiths
character to be confronted by a couple of loud aggressive
Yorkshire men, so glad we didn’t put him off!

After working for over 30 years in this industry, there
remains a rarity amongst us all - consistent quality and
commitment. Triple A are amongst the very few who can
standby this reputation.

All of the above coupled with minimal install times and accurate
on site programming has meant we have increased the number of
projects that demand high spec end user finishes and we have been
pleased to increase these opportunities with Triple A as our chosen
and preferred supplier.

Although Triple A has grown over the years it did not exceed its
limitations and take on any projects that it couldn’t or wouldn’t be
able to deliver to its usually high standards and timescales.
My admiration goes to you for this achievement. You have
concentrated and developed your company over the years to
cater for the lift industries demands and resisted branching out
into other fields with the expertise you have to offer.
I congratulate you on your dedication to our industry and for
catering to the demands of our clients, some of which have been
quite challenging.

With their same level of commitment, professionalism and customer
focus we have no reason why our 10 years plus association will not
continue to remain mutually beneficial to both companies

Thank you for the last 30 years relationship and I sincerely hope
it continues to grow and I look forward to Triple A celebrating its
50th birthday!

Mark Collins
Installation Sales Manager

Dave Nelson
Project Manager North West

Working with Triple A for my entire career has been a
pleasure. From the Jones family through to field staff, all
companies receive the same excellent levels of courtesy,
commitment and service.
My business has grown with and benefited from working
with Triple A. There are no other people who have
influenced us more in the way we approach our tasks
than the directors and staff of this company. The ethos of
Anything, Anywhere, Anytime is a bold enough statement
for any business, but to consistently deliver this ethos with
top quality workmanship and constant innovation for
over 30 years is testimony enough.
Triple A are never the cheapest but they are guaranteed to
be the best. That’s why we use them.
John Bentley
Managing Director

